
CBLD cable depot

16-gauge steel cable reorganizer keeps

cabling off the floor, out of the way and

kink-free. Fourteen fingers extend to hold

up to forty cables. Maximum cable

diameter is .25”

C T cable ties

CT 100-4
4” cable ties; 100 pieces per bag; black.

CT 100-8
8” cable ties; 100 pieces per bag; black

CT 100-8R
8” reusable cable ties;

100 pieces per bag; black

CT 100-12R
12” reusable cable ties;

100 pieces per bag; black

RSG round
speaker grills

Steel construction (0.47”); flat black finish,

rubber vibration dampening surround.

Available 8”, 10”, 12”, 15” and 18”.

CKW - Metal clamp kit for mounting speaker grills.

(sold separately)

AR-5 accessory riser

The AR-5 is a handy little device that mounts under an

amplifier handle or on a mic stand. It can act as a third

hand or save valuable rack space. Perfect for tuners or

other small devices. Height 3”, Depth 5”, Width 5”

HH-1 & HH-2
headphone hangers

A convenient way to hang headphones. The HH-1 comes straight

out of the rack while the HH-2 projects out at a right angle, taking

the place of any rack screw already in your rack. Screw it in until it is

in the desired position and tighten up the nut.

STOP-IT pop screens

6” (shown) or 8” plastic

hoop with lycra screen

for mounting in front of

microphones. Attaches

directly to microphone

stand.

POMT stop it w/gooseneck & clamp

POMT-ST uses a steel, mesh screen to eliminate bothersome “P” popping at lower

frequencies. The screen is surrounded by a plastic extrusion offering  a neat, finished

appearance and at the same time protects the edges from abuse. A strong and flexible

gooseneck attaches the screen to a clamp for mounting the entire unit to a mic stand.

POMT-6
This pop filter with steel clamp

easily attaches to any

microphone stand. The

gooseneck allows proper

placement of 6 or 8” filter in

front of microphones.

Eliminates plosive consonants.

ACCESSORIESAMSS
Dimensions: 7.25”W x 5”H

AMSL
Dimensions: 7.5”W x9.75”H

AMSS/AMSL attachable music stand

A handy little device that is perfect for holding song lists, charts, notes, etc.

Mounts easily to any microphone stand. Steel and 

aluminum construction; black baked enamel finish.

POMT-8

POMT-6

POMT-ST
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